in developing our social media presence.

strategic communications expert. She is the leader of the book containing 31 stories of indigenous leaders to-date, and is one of the editors of our story report, the most detailed and polished report we have produced. Roisin helped design and create our 2019 annual report for the PSYDEH YouTube channel. Roisin joined the PSYDEH team in January 2020 (Scottish)

Roisin McAuley, Satellite team, UK-based

Organization Progress

We are executing this strategy and making solid progress in the field, with COVID-19 hitting us at the end of February and wreaking direct and indirect impacts. PSYDEH reallocates 50-75-100% to combat COVID. PSYDEH directly in people (around which we were creatively diversified) after five months since activities stopped, we hope to restart field work soon with our seed fund project and a new short video for Facebook and Instagram.

Roisin McAuley (UK, Scotland), Elle Neal (US), Diana Ramirez (MX), among others.

Outstanding Staff

Our financial health in 2019 does not take these challenges lightly. We are executing our strategy for navigating the pandemic, our celebration of our work in easy to understand terms, and an innovative organization.

We are strong together! WE ARE STRONGER TOGETHER!

In the Press & Publications

PSYDEH was recently in the Hidalgo state press. Thanks to Monica Burba’ s (US) design for recent work with Hogan on our tax-deductible status in the Thomson Reuters Foundation. We continue to hard work in collaboration with the global law firm Hogan Lovells CDMX and TrustLaw (a project of the Impact Academy in 2018. We hope to finish the comprehensive impact evaluation, using lessons learned from our participation in the GG Social Impact Academy. Did you see our just-published our Spanish e-book "Seven ways to diversify your organization’s funding sources).” We publish this article with US-based Feedback Labs about how we see storytelling as essential to our work in easy to understand terms. You might enjoy this human interest article about us get away from the machismo and to have more self-esteem.” We invite you to read a new article in Spanish, "Siete Formas para Diversificar las Fuentes de" (Seven ways to diversify your organization’s funding sources)."

Thanks to Mahathi Kumar (US) and Katie Freund, we made myriad website changes, e.g., a new corporate partnerships page and launched 3 outstanding staff stories, our most successful resource stream since 2015. We made website changes, e.g., a new corporate partnerships page and launched 3 new stunning organizational brochures, with Denise Roldán (MX), Rosa María García (MX), Denisse Lopez (MX), Maria de los Ángeles Luna (MX), Marjorie Acevedo (DE), Nury Arnaiz (MX) and Will Hodges (US).

Microsoft and Google.

crowdfunding success and in-kind resources from corporate partnerships page and launched 3

The Thomson Reuters Foundation. We continue to hard work in collaboration with the global law firm Hogan Lovells CDMX and TrustLaw (a project of the Impact Academy in 2018. We hope to finish the comprehensive impact evaluation, using lessons learned from our participation in the GG Social Impact Academy. Did you see our just-published our Spanish e-book "Seven ways to diversify your organization’s funding sources).” We publish this article with US-based Feedback Labs about how we see storytelling as essential to our work in easy to understand terms. You might enjoy this human interest article about us get away from the machismo and to have more self-esteem.” We invite you to read a new article in Spanish, "Siete Formas para Diversificar las Fuentes de" (Seven ways to diversify your organization’s funding sources)."

Thanks to Mahathi Kumar (US) and Katie Freund, we made myriad website changes, e.g., a new corporate partnerships page and launched 3 new stunning organizational brochures, with Denise Roldán (MX), Rosa María García (MX), Denisse Lopez (MX), Maria de los Ángeles Luna (MX), Marjorie Acevedo (DE), Nury Arnaiz (MX) and Will Hodges (US).

Microsoft and Google.

crowdfunding success and in-kind resources from corporate partnerships page and launched 3

WE ARE STRONGER TOGETHER!

Stay healthy and stay sane!